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Motif-Based Design for Connected Vehicle Systems
in Presence of Heterogeneous Connectivity

Structures and Time Delays
Linjun Zhang and Gábor Orosz

Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the effects of hetero-
geneous connectivity structures and information delays on the dy-
namics of connected vehicle systems (CVSs), which are composed
of vehicles equipped with connected cruise control (CCC) as well
as conventional vehicles. First, a general framework is presented
for CCC design that incorporates information delays and allows
a large variety of connectivity structures. Then, we present delay-
dependent criteria for plant stability and head-to-tail string sta-
bility of CVSs. The stability conditions are visualized by using
stability diagrams, which allow one to evaluate the robustness of
vehicle networks against information delays. To achieve modular
and scalable design of large networks, we also propose a motif-
based approach. Our results demonstrate the advantages of CCC
vehicles in improving traffic efficiency, but also show that increas-
ing the penetration of CCC vehicles does not necessarily improve
the robustness if the connectivity structure or the control gains are
not appropriately designed.

Index Terms—Wireless vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communica-
tion, connected cruise control, time delay, stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN conventional traffic, each vehicle responds to the mo-
tion of vehicles within the line of sight, typically just the

vehicle immediately ahead [1]–[3]. However, by using wire-
less vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, one may obtain
information about distant vehicles beyond the line of sight,
which has great potential for enhancing safety of vehicles
[4], [5], improving traffic efficiency [6]–[8], and reducing fuel
consumption [9]. A typical application of V2V communication
is cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC), where a platoon
of vehicles are connected such that each vehicle responds to
the motion of the vehicle immediately ahead by using adaptive
cruise control (ACC), while they also monitor the motion of
a designated platoon leader via V2V communication [10].
Studies in [11]–[15] have shown the advantage of CACC in
improving traffic flow by attenuating disturbances. However,
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CACC requires that multiple ACC vehicles travel next to each
other, which rarely occurs in practice due to the low penetration
of such vehicles. Moreover, CACC relies on a designated
platoon leader and a predetermined connectivity structure.

To relax the aforementioned limitations, we put forward the
concept of connected cruise control (CCC), which utilizes the
information received from multiple vehicles ahead by exploit-
ing the ad-hoc nature of V2V communication. CCC may be
used either to assist human drivers or to automatically control
vehicles based on communication and sensor information. The
advantage of CCC in improving traffic efficiency have been
studied in [16]–[18]. Motivated by the heterogeneity of real
traffic, we also investigate connected vehicle systems (CVSs)
where multiple CCC vehicles are mixed into the flow of human-
driven vehicles and ACC vehicles. Compared with CACC
platoons, CVSs are more flexible and scalable since they allow
the incorporation of vehicles that are not equipped with range
sensors or wireless transceivers. In addition, CVSs require
neither a designated platoon leader nor a prescribed connec-
tivity structure. However, the analysis and design of CVSs are
challenging due to the complex connectivity structures in real
traffic. Communication delays, which arise from intermittency
and packet drops, lead to additional complexity.

In this paper, we establish the fundamental principles for
evaluating the effects of connectivity structures and information
delays on the dynamics of CVSs. First, we propose a general
framework for CCC design that includes information delays
and allows a large variety of connectivity structures. This
framework ensures the existence of a unique equilibrium, which
is independent of network size, connectivity structure, control
gains, and information delays. Second, we propose a systematic
method to calculate transfer functions of complicated networks
in a efficient way, which is crucial for characterizing stability
and disturbance attenuation of CVSs. Third, for a class of
CVSs with repetitive structures, we provide a condition that
ensures disturbance attenuation for large networks. Fourth, to
achieve modular and scalable design of CVSs, we propose a
motif-based approach which is inspired by recent results in
systems biology [19]. The key idea is that vehicle networks
can be constructed by combining fundamental motifs (simple
networks that contain one CCC vehicle at the tail). By analyzing
the dynamics of individual motifs and characterizing the effects
of motif combinations, one can modularly construct vehicle
networks that are robust against information delays and scalable
for a large number of vehicles. To facilitate the design of
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Fig. 1. Vehicle network where a CCC vehicle (red) receives information from
multiple vehicles ahead. Arrows denote the directions of information flow. The
blue link can be realized by human perception, range sensors or V2V com-
munication, while the red links can only be realized by V2V communication.
Symbols sj , lj , and vj denote the position, length, and velocity of vehicle j,
respectively. Also, ξi,j denotes the delay of vehicle i receiving information
from vehicle j.

CVSs, the derived stability conditions are visualized in sta-
bility diagrams. Our results demonstrate the great potential of
CCC vehicles in improving traffic efficiency, but also show
that, for certain connectivity structures, increasing penetration
of CCC vehicles may deteriorate network performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a
general framework is presented for CCC design in presence of
heterogeneous connectivity structures and information delays.
In Section III, we provide conditions for plant stability and
head-to-tail string stability for general CVSs. In Section IV
and Section V, fundamental motifs and motif combinations
are investigated, and the corresponding design principles are
provided. Finally, we conclude our results in Section VI.

II. DYNAMICS OF CONNECTED VEHICLE SYSTEMS

In this section, a general framework is presented for CCC
design while considering heterogeneous connectivity structures
and information delays. We use the phrase non-CCC to repre-
sent vehicles that are not equipped with CCC devices, although
these vehicles may still broadcast their motion information. For
CVSs that consist of CCC and non-CCC vehicles, our design
ensures the existence of a unique equilibrium, which is inde-
pendent of the connectivity structure, network size, information
delays, and control gains.

Fig. 1 shows a vehicle network where the CCC vehicle i
monitors the positions and velocities of vehicles j=p, . . . , i−1
where vehicle p is the furthest broadcasting vehicle within
the effective communication range of vehicle i. Here, sj , vj ,
and lj denote the position, velocity, and length of vehicle
j, respectively. Moreover, ξi,j denotes the information delay
between vehicles j and i, which can be human reaction time,
sensing delay, or communication delay. Note that communi-
cation delays are caused by intermittency and packet drops
in V2V communication. Indeed, the motion of the vehicle
immediately ahead can be monitored by human perception,
range sensors (e.g., radar), or V2V communication, while the
motion of distant vehicles can only be monitored by using V2V
communication. Here, we assume that the CCC vehicle i can
identify the number of vehicles between itself and vehicle k for
k = i− 1, . . . , p by using the position and velocity information
received from vehicle k. In general, such identification is a
challenging problem that is left for future research.

The connectivity structure of a network can be represented
by using the adjacency matrix Γ = [γi,j ] defined by

γi,j =

{
1, if vehicle i utilizes data of vehicle j

0, otherwise.
(1)

We assume that each vehicle only responds to the motion
of vehicles ahead, so information only propagates upstream.
Correspondingly, we have γi,j = 0 for i ≤ j, and thus, Γ is a
lower triangular matrix.

In this paper, we neglect the air-drag and the rolling resis-
tance in the physics-based model [20], [21]. Thus, the accel-
eration of vehicle i is directly determined by the controller.
Incorporating the data received from vehicles ahead, we design
the longitudinal dynamics of the CCC vehicle i as

ṡi(t) = vi(t)

v̇i(t) =

i−1∑
j=p

γi,j [αi,j (Vi (hi,j(t− ξi,j))− vi(t− ξi,j))

+βi,j (vj(t− ξi,j)− vi(t− ξi,j))] (2)

where the quantity

hi,j =
1

i− j

⎛⎝sj − si −
i−1∑
k=j

lk

⎞⎠ (3)

denotes the average headway between vehicles i and j.
The controller ((2), (3)) is designed to maintain a velocity-
dependent headway from the vehicle immediately ahead and
to maintain k times of this headway from the vehicle that is
k vehicles ahead. Meanwhile, the controller intends to match
the speed of the host vehicle to the speed of vehicles ahead. The
constant gainαi,j is used for the average headway hi,j while the
constant gain βi,j is used for the relative speed between vehicle
j and vehicle i.

The range policy Vi(h) gives the desired velocity as a func-
tion of the headway h. Based on human drivers [3], we assume
the range policy in the form

V (h) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if h ≤ hst

F (h), if hst < h < hgo

vmax, if h ≥ hgo

(4)

where the function F (h) is continuous and strictly monoton-
ically increasing with F (hst) = 0 and F (hgo) = vmax. This
means that for small headways h ≤ hst, the vehicle tends to
stop for safety reasons. For large headwaysh ≥ hgo, the vehicle
aims to maintain the preset maximum velocity vmax. Between
hst and hgo, the desired velocity monotonically increases with
the headway. The two possible choices

F (h) = vmax
h− hst

hgo − hst
(5)

F (h) =
vmax

2

[
1 − cos

(
π(h− hst)

hgo − hst

)]
(6)
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Fig. 2. Range policy functions defined by (4). Panels (a) and (b) correspond to
formulae (5) and (6), respectively.

are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The linear function
(5) has discontinuities in the gradient at h = hst and h = hgo,
which leads to discontinuities in the jerk that may discomfort
the driver. Thus, we use the nonlinear function (6) that results
in smooth derivatives at h = hst and h = hgo.

When all vehicles use the same range policy (i.e., Vi(h) =
V (h) for all i), the framework (2) ensures the existence of so-
called uniform flow equilibrium

s∗i(t) = v∗t+ s0i , vi(t) ≡ v∗ (7)

for all i, where s0i is a constant offset. Substituting (3) and (7)
into (2) yields

hi,i−1(t) ≡ s0i−1 − s0i − li−1 = h∗, v∗ = V (h∗) (8)

for all i. In practice, range policies may differ for each vehicle in
which case the equilibrium still exists but is not uniform. That
is, (7) still holds but (8) is modified to hi,i−1(t) ≡ h∗

i,i−1 and
v∗ = Vi(h

∗
i,i−1), where h∗

i,i−1 may be different for each vehicle.
Since traffic data indicate that the equilibrium is typically close
to uniform [3], we neglect such heterogeneities for simplicity.
Throughout this paper, we use hst = 5 [m], hgo = 35 [m], and
vmax = 30 [m/s] in the range policy (4).

Remark: In practice, the equilibrium of CVSs is determined
by the velocity of the head vehicle, which may be not known in
advance. For robustness, we consider the worst case scenario in
terms of stability. Based on our observation, this corresponds to
the equilibrium h∗ = 20 [m] and v∗ = V (h∗) = 15 [m/s], which
results in V ′(h∗) = max{V ′(h)} = π/2 [1/s] corresponding to
the smallest equilibrium time gap Tgap = 1/V ′(h∗).

The CCC framework ((2), (3)) ensures that the uniform flow
equilibrium ((7), (8)) is unique and independent of network
size, connectivity structures, information delays, and control
gains. In this paper, we investigate the dynamics in the vicinity
of the equilibrium and use the perturbations s̃i(t) = si(t)−
s∗i(t) and ṽi(t) = vi(t)− v∗ to describe the dynamics. To sim-
plify expressions, we define the time shift operator

Dξχ(t) = χ(t− ξ). (9)

Hence, linearizing ((2), (3)) about the equilibrium ((7), (8))
leads to

˙̃xi(t) =A0x̃i(t) +

i−1∑
j=p

γi,jDξi,j (Ai,j x̃i(t) +Bi,j x̃j(t))

ỹi(t) = ṽi(t) = Cx̃i(t) (10)

where x̃i(t) = [s̃i(t), ṽi(t)]
T and the matrices are given by

A0 =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, Ai,j =

[
0 0

−ϕi,j −κi,j

]
Bi,j =

[
0 0

ϕi,j βi,j

]
, C = [0 1] (11)

ϕi,j =
αi,jV

′(h∗)

i− j
, κi,j = αi,j + βi,j , i > j. (12)

The model (10)–(12) will be used in the rest of this paper to
investigate the design of control gains αi,j and βi,j for stability
and disturbance attenuation along vehicle networks.

III. PLANT STABILITY AND HEAD-TO-TAIL STRING

STABILITY IN CONNECTED VEHICLE SYSTEMS

To characterize the system-level performance of CVSs,
we investigate plant stability and head-to-tail string stability,
which are defined as follow.

Definition 1: Plant stability indicates that the equilibrium
of the CVS is asymptotically stable if there are no external
disturbances.

Definition 2: When disturbances are imposed on the head ve-
hicle, a network is head-to-tail string stable if the disturbances
are attenuated when reaching the tail vehicle.

Plant stability is a fundamental requirement for CVSs to
avoid collisions. Assuming plant stability, head-to-tail string
stability is used to determine disturbance attenuation that is
required for congestion mitigation. We remark that head-to-tail
string stability may not be satisfied for sufficiently large delays
as will be shown in Sections IV and V.

Remark: Compared with the conventional definition of string
stability [22], [23] that requires that disturbances are attenuated
by each vehicle, head-to-tail string stability allows some vehi-
cles in the network to amplify disturbances. This is particularly
useful for CVSs that contain human-driven vehicles, as the
dynamics of these vehicles cannot be designed. Head-to-tail
string stability also allows one to compare the performance of
different networks with same number of vehicles. In practice,
disturbances may arise from any vehicles in a network, but the
disturbances caused by the head vehicle pass through the whole
vehicle network and hence have the greatest influence on the
network performance. Therefore, head-to-tail string stability is
particularly useful for characterizing disturbance attenuation
in CVSs.

The stability of CVSs can be evaluated by using the head-to-
tail transfer function, which represents the dynamic relationship
between the head and the tail vehicles in the Laplace domain.
Here, we develop an efficient method to calculate the head-
to-tail transfer function, and also derive stability conditions by
using this transfer function.

A. Calculation of Head-to-Tail Transfer Function

Consider an (n+ 1)-node network, where the head node
and the tail node are indexed by 0 and n, respectively. Here,
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Fig. 3. Example of a connected vehicle network: link transfer functions are
shown along the links.

each node represents a dynamic agent such as a vehicle. When
omitting initial conditions, the Laplace transform of (10) yields

Ỹi(s) =

i−1∑
j=p

Ti,j(s)Ỹj(s) (13)

where Ỹi(s) denotes the Laplace transform of ỹi(t) and

Ti,j(s) = γi,je−sξi,jC

⎛⎝sI2 −A0 −
i−1∑
j=p

γi,je−sξi,jAi,j

⎞⎠−1

×Bi,jE(s) (14)

is called the link transfer function that acts as a dynamic gain
along the network links; see the weighted graph Fig. 3. Here, I2
denotes the 2-dimensional identity matrix andE(s) = [s−1, 1]T

links the state and the output of nodes such that X̃j(s) =

E(s)Ỹj(s). Substituting (11) into (14) leads to

Ti,j(s) =
γi,j(sβi,j + ϕi,j)e−sξi,j

s2 +
∑i−1

k=p γi,k(sκi,k + ϕi,k)e−sξi,k
(15)

where ϕi,j and κi,j are given by (12).
The dynamic relationship between nodes i and m can be

represented by the transfer function Gi,m(s) such that

Ỹi(s) = Gi,m(s)Ỹm(s). (16)

Note that the transfer function Gi,m(s) includes the dynamics
of all vehicles between vehicle m and vehicle i, and it can
be obtained by using the relationship (13). To evaluate the
performance of a network, we utilize the head-to-tail transfer
function (HTTF) Gn,0(s). Based on signal-propagation princi-
ples, Gn,0(s) can be calculated by summing up the products
of link transfer functions along the paths connecting the nodes
n and 0. However, finding these paths manually is difficult for
complex networks. To address this problem systematically, one
may use a graph theoretical approach [24]. Using the link trans-
fer functions Ti,j(s) in (14), we define the dynamic coupling
matrix T(s) = [Ti,j(s)] where i, j = 0, . . . , n. Without loops,
the longest path of an (n+ 1)-node network is of length n.
Then, considering T(s) as the adjacency matrix of a weighted
graph, the transfer function matrix G(s) = [Gi,j(s)], where
i, j = 0, . . . , n, can be calculated by

G(s) =
n∑

k=1

(T(s))k . (17)

However, when analyzing the network performance, we only
need the HTTF Gn,0(s). To directly calculate Gn,0(s), we
define the modified coupling matrix

T̂(s) = R (T(s) + In+1)R
T (18)

where R = [0n×1, In] and In denotes the n-dimensional iden-
tity matrix while 0n×1 is an n-by-1 zero vector. Indeed, T̂(s)
can be obtained by deleting the first row and last column of the
matrix T(s) + In+1.

Theorem 1: Based on the matrix (18), the HTTF is given by

Gn,0(s) =
∑

σi∈Sn

n∏
i=1

T̂i,σi
(s) =

N(s)

D(s)
(19)

where the sum is computed over all permutations of the set
Sn = {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Formula (19) is similar to the determinant of T̂(s) but
does not include sign changes. The proof of Theorem 1 is
given as follows. For an (n+ 1)-node network, the paths
from node i to node n can be divided into two groups. One
group contains node (i+ 1), yielding the transfer function
Gn,i+1(s)Ti+1,i(s). The other group does not contain node
(i+ 1) but includes the long links connecting nodes i and
n, leading to the transfer function Gn,i(s). That is, we have
Gn,i(s) = Gn,i+1(s)Ti+1,i(s) +Gn,i(s). Applying this for-
mula recursively from i = 0 to i = n− 2 leads to (19), which
completes the proof.

To demonstrate the applications of (17) and (19), we consider
the network in Fig. 3 as an example and calculate the HTTF in
Appendix A.

B. Plant Stability and Head-to-Tail String Stability

Here, we present delay-dependent criteria for plant stability
and head-to-tail string stability by using the HTTF (19). The
delays ξi,j lead to infinitely many characteristic roots si (i =
1, 2 . . .) that satisfy the characteristic equation D(s) = 0. Since
the negative real parts of characteristic roots indicate the decay
of initial perturbation, a system is plant stable if and only if

Re(si) < 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . (20)

Sufficient stability conditions may be derived by using ap-
proximations and inequalities, but such results may be quite
conservative. To obtain exact (necessary & sufficient) stability
conditions, we utilize the D-subdivision method [25] and seek
for plant stability boundaries, which correspond to purely imag-
inary characteristic roots ±jΩ (j2 = −1,Ω ≥ 0) that satisfy
D(±jΩ) = 0. This is equivalent to

Re (D(jΩ)) = 0, Im (D(jΩ)) = 0. (21)

Solving this forαn(Ω) and βn(Ω) withΩ > 0 leads to plant sta-
bility boundaries in the (βn, αn)-plane. For Ω = 0, since D(0)
becomes a real number, the condition (21) can be reduced to

D(0) = 0 (22)
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Fig. 4. A network with a repetitive structure, where each node responds to the
nearest three nodes ahead.

which yields additional plant stability boundaries in the
(βn, αn)-plane.

Based on the HTTF (19), a disturbance with frequency ω
from the head vehicle will be amplified by the ratio |Gn,0(jω)|
when reaching the tail vehicle. Thus, a vehicle network is head-
to-tail string stable if and only if

|Gn,0(jω)| < 1, ∀ω > 0. (23)

At the boundary, we have maxω |Gn,0(jω)| = 1, which is
equivalent to

|Gn,0(jωcr)| = 1, |Gn,0(jωcr)|′ = 0, |Gn,0(jωcr)|′′ < 0 (24)

where the prime denotes the partial derivative with respect to ω,
while ωcr is the critical frequency where the maximum occurs.
Solving (24) for αn(ωcr) and βn(ωcr) gives the head-to-tail
string stability boundaries in the (βn, αn)-plane. For vehicle
networks (10)–(12), |Gn,0(0)| = 1 and |Gn,0(0)|′ = 0 always
hold. Thus, head-to-tail string stability boundaries for ωcr = 0
result from

|Gn,0(0)|′′ = 0. (25)

Stability diagrams can be constructed by combining boundaries
((21), (22), (24), (25)), as will be shown in following sections.

The head-to-tail string stability condition (23) requires the
calculation of HTTF which is challenging for large networks.
This motivates us to seek for stability conditions that are
scalable when network size increases. Indeed, such conditions
may not exist for general networks. Here, we focus on a class
of networks with repetitive connectivity structures where each
node utilizes information received from the nearest � nodes
ahead; see Fig. 4 for � = 3. Such networks can be realized
by using chains of identical CCC vehicles. In this case, the
link transfer function of the same length are identical, i.e.,
Ti,j(s) = Ti−j(s). Substituting this into (13) yields

Ỹi(s) =

�∑
k=1

Tk(s)Ỹi−k(s), i ≥ � (26)

where Tk(s) is the link transfer function for links of length k.
Note that (16) implies that Ỹi−k(s) = Gi−k,0(s)Ỹ0(s). Com-
bining this with (26) yields the recursive formula

Gi,0(s) =
�∑

k=1

Tk(s)Gi−k,0(s), i ≥ � (27)

which can be rewritten into the matrix form

Ĝi(s) = P̂(s)Ĝi−1(s) (28)

Fig. 5. Network motifs 1, 2, 3, and n. Symbols τ , σ, ξ denote information de-
lays while αk , βk are control gains along the link of length k for k = 1, 2, . . ..

where

Ĝi(s) = [Gi,0(s) Gi−1,0(s) . . . Gi−�(s)]
T

P̂(s) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
T1(s) T2(s) . . . T�−1(s) T�(s)

1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (29)

Then for networks with repetitive structures (26)–(29), we
provide a condition that guarantees disturbance attenuation as a
network scales up.

Theorem 2: For the networks with repetitive structures (26),
as the network size increases to infinity, the disturbance on the
tail is attenuated to zero if and only if

sup
ω>0

∣∣∣λk

(
P̂(jω)

)∣∣∣ < 1, k = 1, . . . , � (30)

where λk(P̂(jω)) denotes the k-th eigenvalue of P̂(jω) in (29).
Note that (28) can be seen as a discrete system in terms of the

vehicle index i. Based on the linear discrete system theory [26],
we have that limi→∞ ‖Ĝi(jω)‖ = 0 for ∀ω > 0 if and only
if the condition (30) holds. This completes the proof for
Theorem 2. Note that condition (30) only utilizes link trans-
fer functions without calculating the HTTF. This reduces the
complexity of analysis and design for large networks.

IV. NETWORK MOTIFS AND THEIR STABILITY

In this section, we define network motifs in CVSs and inves-
tigate their stability. In general, network motifs are recurrent
subnetworks in complex networks [19]. In CVSs, we define
motif n (denoted by Mn) as follows.

Definition 3: Motif n (Mn) is a network where a CCC vehi-
cle exploits information received from the vehicle immediately
ahead and the vehicle that is n-vehicles away, while all the other
vehicles only respond to the motion of the vehicle immediately
ahead.

Fig. 5 shows motifs for different values of n. The advantage
of the motif-based approach is that, by analyzing the dynamics
of motifs and characterizing the effects of motif combinations,
one may modularly design robust CVSs which remain scalable
when the network size increases.
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Characterizing the system dynamics with a large number of
independent parameters is typically not feasible. To make the
analysis tractable while keeping the essential heterogeneity, we
make the following assumptions. First, we consider three kinds
of delays: human reaction time, sensing delay, and commu-
nication delay. We assume that the same kind of delays have
the same value. Specifically, we use τ ≈ 0.5–1.5 [s] for human
reaction time and use σ ≈ 0.1–0.4 [s] for communication delay.
The symbol ξ may represent human reaction time (ξ = τ) if
CCC is used to assist a human driver, communication delay
(ξ = σ) if the CCC vehicle is automatically controlled based
on communication, or sensing delay ξ ≈ 0.1–0.2 [s] if the CCC
vehicle is equipped with range sensors. Communication delays
arise from intermittency and packet drops [27], and they may
vary stochastically in time [28]. In this paper, we approximate
communication delays by using their mean values. Moreover,
we assume that the control gains for links of length k are the
same and denoted by αk, βk; see Fig. 5. Finally, we assume
that human drivers can be modeled by using the framework (2)
with γi,i−1 = 1 and γi,j = 0 for j = i− 1. This human driver
model has been validated by using traffic data in [29].

Hence, applying (2) to each vehicle in Mn leads to

ṡj(t) = vj(t)

v̇j(t) =α1 (V (hj,j−1(t− τ)) − vj(t− τ))

+ β1 (vj−1(t− τ) − vj(t− τ))

ṡn(t) = vn(t)

v̇n(t) =α1 (V (hn,n−1(t− ξ)) − vn(t− ξ))

+ β1 (vn−1(t− ξ)− vn(t− ξ))

+ αn (V (hn,0(t− σ))− vn(t− σ))

+ βn (v0(t− σ)− vn(t− σ)) (31)

for j = 1, . . . , n− 1. The network M1 contains only one fol-
lowing vehicle so that its dynamics is governed by the first two
equations in (31) but with delay ξ. Considering the worst-case
scenario for robustness, we assume that all vehicles (including
the CCC vehicle) are driven by human drivers. Thus, the
stability diagrams are generated for ξ = τ , although formulae
are derived for general delay ξ.

Linearizing (31) about the equilibrium ((7), (8)) yields

˙̃xj(t) =A0x̃j(t) +Dτ (A1x̃j +B1x̃j−1(t))

ỹj(t) =Cx̃j(t)

˙̃xn(t) =A0x̃n(t) +Dξ (A1x̃n(t) +B1x̃n−1(t))

+Dσ (Anx̃n(t) +Bnx̃0(t))

ỹn(t) =Cx̃n(t) (32)

for j = 1, . . . , n− 1, where the matrices are given by

Am =

[
0 0

−ϕm −κm

]
, Bm =

[
0 0
ϕm βm

]
(33)

and

ϕm =
αmV ′(h∗)

m
, κm = αm + βm (34)

for m = 1, . . . , n; cf. (10)–(12).

Corresponding to the connectivity structure of Mn, formula
(15) leads to the link transfer functions

Tj,j−1(s) =
β1s+ ϕ1

s2esτ + κ1s+ ϕ1
:= Th(s)

Tn,n−1(s) =
(β1s+ ϕ1)es(σ−ξ)

s2esσ + (κ1s+ ϕ1)es(σ−ξ) + κns+ ϕn

Tn,0(s) =
βns+ ϕn

s2esσ + (κ1s+ ϕ1)es(σ−ξ) + κns+ ϕn
(35)

for j = 1, . . . , n− 1, where Th(s) denotes the link transfer
function for human-driven vehicles. Applying (19) yields the
head-to-tail transfer function

Gn,0(s) = (Th(s))
n−1 Tn,n−1(s) + Tn,0(s). (36)

First, we investigate the plant stability of Mn. Substituting
(35) into (36) leads to the characteristic equation

D(s) =
(
s2esτ + κ1s+ ϕ1

)n−1

×
(
s2esσ + (κ1s+ ϕ1)e

s(σ−ξ) + κns+ ϕn

)
= 0 (37)

where the first term is indeed the characteristic polynomial of
M1. When Ω > 0, substituting (37) into (21), the first term
yields

α1 =
Ω2 cos(Ωτ)

V ′(h∗)

β1 =Ωsin(Ωτ) − α1 (38)

while the second term results in

αn =
n

V ′(h∗)

[
Ω2 cos(Ωσ) − ϕ1 cos (Ω(σ − ξ))

+κ1Ω sin (Ω(σ − ξ))]

βn =Ωsin(Ωσ)− ϕ1

Ω
sin (Ω(σ − ξ))

− κ1 cos (Ω(σ − ξ))− αn (39)

for n > 1. When Ω = 0, substituting (37) into (22) while
considering (34) leads to the plant stability boundary

αn = −nα1. (40)

Using ((35), (36)) in (24) yields the head-to-tail string stabil-
ity boundary

αn =
−2ω2

crQ1 + P1 + P2Q2 ±
√
Δ

2ω2
cr(1 + 2Q2)

βn =Q1 +Q2αn (41)

for ωcr > 0 and n > 1, where P1, P2, Q1, Q2,Δ are given in
Appendix B. For ωcr = 0, we use ((35), (36)) in (25) and obtain
the head-to-tail string stability boundaries

αn = −nα1 (42)

and

αn = −2βn − α1 + 2 (V ′(h∗)− β1) . (43)
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Plotting the stability boundaries (38)–(43) in the plane of
control gains αn and βn results in stability diagrams, as will
be shown in the rest of this paper.

A. Stability Diagrams for Motif 1

The head-to-tail transfer function of motif M1 is G1,0(s) =
Th(s) with delay ξ; cf. ((35), (36)). The plant stability bound-
aries of M1 are given by (38) and (40). For ωcr > 0, head-to-tail
string stability boundaries (41) can be simplified to

α1 =
1
R3

(
R2 ±

√
R2

2 +R3R1

)

β1 =
α1 ((V

′(h∗)ξ − 1) sin(ωcrξ)− ωcrξ cos(ωcrξ)) + ωcr

sin(ωcrξ) + ωcrξ cos(ωcrξ)
(44)

where

R1 =ω2
cr (sin(ωcrξ)− ωcrξ cos(ωcrξ))

R2 =V ′(h∗) (ωcrξ + sin(ωcrξ) cos(ωcrξ))− ωcr

R3 = (2V ′(h∗)ξ − 1) sin(ωcrξ)− ωcrξ cos(ωcrξ). (45)

For ωcr = 0, using αn = βn = 0 in (42) and (43) yields

α1 = 0 (46)

α1 = 2 (V ′(h∗)− β1) , (47)

respectively.
The stability diagram of motif M1 is shown in Fig. 6(a) for

the delay ξ = 0.2 [s], where the plant stable domain and the
head-to-tail string stable domain are shaded by light gray and
dark gray, respectively. The red curves denote the plant stability
boundaries ((38), (40)) while the blue curves represent the
head-to-tail string stability boundaries (44)–(47). These nota-
tions are used in the stability diagrams in the rest of this paper.
Fig. 6(b) shows the frequencies Ω and ωcr, at which M1 loses
plant stability and head-to-tail string stability, respectively.

In Fig. 6(a), points A–C are marked to show how plant sta-
bility changes when control gains are varied. Fig. 6(d)–(f) show
the corresponding leading characteristic roots, which are ob-
tained by using the numerical continuation package DDE-
BIFTOOL [30]. When crossing the plant stability boundary,
a pair of complex conjugate characteristic roots moves to the
right half complex plane. That is, M1 loses plant stability
through a Hopf bifurcation. Points C–G are marked to show
how string stability changes with control gains. The corre-
sponding Bode plots are depicted in Fig. 6(c). Case E shows
a string stable scenario where |G1,0(jω)| < 1 for ∀ω > 0.
When crossing the boundary for ωcr > 0 (case D), the system
becomes string unstable for mid-range frequencies (case C).
On the other hand, case F shows marginal string stability
at ωcr = 0, implying string instability for low frequencies in
case G.

Fig. 6. (a): Stability diagram of motif M1 for delay ξ = 0.2 [s], showing the
plant stable domain (light gray) and the head-to-tail string stable domain (dark
gray). The red and the blue curves represent the plant stability boundaries
((38), (40)) and the head-to-tail string stability boundaries (44)–(47), respec-
tively. (b): Frequencies Ω for plant stability (red curve) and ωcr for head-to-
tail string stability (blue curve). (c): Bode plots corresponding to cases C–G.
(d)–(f): Leading characteristic roots for cases A–C.

The stability diagrams of motif M1 are compared in Fig. 7 for
different values of delay ξ, where the same notation is used as
in Fig. 6(a). When the delay ξ increases, the stable domains
shrink and the head-to-tail string stable domain disappears for
a sufficiently large delay. To calculate the critical delay, we
investigate how the “anchor points” (marked by crosses) move
as ξ is varied. Substituting ωcr = 0 into (44) and applying
L’Hospital’s rule gives the locations of the two crosses:

(
α−
1 , β

−
1

)
=

(
2V ′(h∗)ξ−1
ξ (V ′(h∗)ξ−1)

,
2 (V ′(h∗)ξ)2−4V ′(h∗)ξ+1

2ξ (V ′(h∗)ξ − 1)

)
(
α+
1 , β

+
1

)
=

(
0,

1
2ξ

)
. (48)

The head-to-tail string stable domain disappears when these
points meet at (V ′(h∗), 0), i.e., β−

1 = β+
1 = V ′(h∗) and α−

1 =
α+
1 = 0, yielding the critical delay

ξcr =
1

2V ′(h∗)
=

Tgap

2
. (49)

If ξ > ξcr, the head-to-tail string stability of M1 cannot be
achieved for any gain combinations. For the range policy ((4),
(6)) at h∗ = 20 [m], we get ξcr ≈ 0.325 [s].
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Fig. 7. Stability diagrams of motif M1 for different values of delay ξ as
indicated. The same notations are used as in Fig. 6(a).

In the remaining part of this paper, we assume the human
reaction time τ = 0.5 [s], which is larger than the critical de-
lay. This implies that human drivers typically cannot maintain
string stability in the mid-headway range. We also assume
the control gains α1 = 0.6 [1/s] and β1 = 0.7 [1/s], that is,
the human-driven vehicles are plant stable but string unstable.
These parameters will be used for other motifs and motif
combinations.

B. Stability Diagrams for Motif n (n > 1)

For motif Mn (n > 1), we consider a conservative case
where all vehicles (including the CCC vehicle) are driven by
human drivers. Using (39)–(43), the stability diagram for M2

is depicted in Fig. 8(a) for the communication delay σ =
0.2 [s]. The corresponding frequencies Ω and ωcr are shown
in Fig. 8(e). Points H and I are marked in Fig. 8(a) to illustrate
how the head-to-tail string stability changes when the control
gains are varied. In case H (α2 = β2 = 0), the V2V commu-
nication is not utilized, which leads to the amplification of
low-frequency disturbances; see Fig. 8(b). In case I, the CCC
vehicle 2 exploits the communication and utilizes the motion
data of vehicle 0. The Bode plot in Fig. 8(c) shows that the
CCC vehicle 2 can attenuate disturbances at all frequencies
even though vehicle 1 amplifies them.

We also demonstrate this phenomenon by simulating the non-
linear model (31), as shown in Fig. 8(f) and (g). Here, the ve-
locity of vehicle 0 is assumed to be v0(t) = v∗ + vamp sin(ωt),
where the sinusoidal term denotes the disturbance. Specifically,
we use v∗ = 15 [m/s], vamp = 1 [m/s], ω = 1.45 [rad/s], and
assume the initial headways h1(t) ≡ 19 [m], h2(t) ≡ 21 [m]
and initial velocities v1(t) ≡ 12 [m/s], v2(t) ≡ 16 [m/s] along
the time interval t ∈ [−τ, 0]. Indeed, vehicle 1 amplifies the
disturbance in both cases, while vehicle 2 further amplifies it
in case H but attenuates it in case I.

Fig. 8. (a): Stability diagram of motif M2 when α1 = 0.6 [1/s], β1 = 0.7 [1/s],
τ = 0.5 [s], and σ = 0.2 [s]. The same notation is used as in Fig. 6(a). (b)–(d):
Bode plots for cases H–J. (e): Frequencies corresponding to the stability
boundaries in panel (a). (f)–(h): Simulation results for cases H–J.

For motifs Mn (n > 1), head-to-tail string instability may
occur for multiple frequency ranges due to the intersection
of head-to-tail string stability boundaries for different values
of ωcr > 0; cf. blue curves in Fig. 8(e). Point J is marked
in the vicinity of the intersection in Fig. 8(a) and the corre-
sponding Bode plot is displayed in Fig. 8(d), which shows that
|G2,0(jω)| ≥ 1 in two distinct frequency ranges. To demon-
strate this performance, simulations are carried out using the
nonlinear model (31) and the results are shown in Fig. 8(h).
The velocity of vehicle 0 is prescribed as v0(t) = v∗ + vamp,1

sin(ω1t) + vamp,2 sin(ω2t) with v∗ = 15 [m/s], vamp,1 =
1 [m/s], vamp,2 = 1 [m/s], ω1 = 1.45 [rad/s], and ω2 =
3.75 [rad/s], where ω1 and ω2 are selected from the first and the
second string unstable frequency ranges, respectively. The sim-
ulation result in Fig. 8(h) indicates that vehicle 2 amplifies
the disturbances for both frequencies, while vehicle 1 only
amplifies the low-frequency disturbance. This implies that CCC
vehicles may deteriorate the performance of traffic flow if the
control gains are not appropriately designed.
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Fig. 9. Stability diagrams for motifs M2 (top row) and M3 (bottom row) for different values of the communication delay σ when α1 = 0.6 [1/s], β = 0.7 [1/s],
and τ = 0.5 [s]. The same notation is used as in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 10. Motif combinations (left column) and corresponding examples for (3+1)-vehicle networks (right column).

For different values of communication delay σ, we display
stability diagrams for M2 and M3 in Fig. 9. Note that control
gains α2, β2 are used for M2 while α3, β3 are used for M3.
As σ increases, head-to-tail string stable domains decrease and
disappear for σcr � 0.3 [s], which is larger than the typical
communication delay σ = 0.1–0.2 [s]. The stability diagrams
for M3 imply that the CCC vehicle may ensure the head-to-
tail string stability for a network which contains more than one
vehicles that amplify disturbances.

V. MOTIF COMBINATIONS

In this section, we investigate the effects of motif com-
binations on the dynamics of complex vehicle networks. In
particular, we construct vehicle networks by using the motif
combinations cascade, union, embedment, and intersection,
which are denoted by “+,” “

⋃
,” “⊂” and “

⋂
,” respectively.

Fig. 10(a)–(d) depict these combinations for general motifs Mm

and Mn (n > m > 1) while specific examples are presented in
Fig. 10(e)–(h) for 4 vehicles.

Cascades and intersections are defined literally. A union of
motifs is obtained when the CCC vehicle utilizes information
from multiple distant vehicles ahead. Particularly, for M1

⋃
M2

⋃
. . .
⋃

Mn, the CCC vehicle maximizes the use of V2V
communication; see Fig. 1 and Fig. 10(f). A combination is
called embedment if a motif is entirely enclosed by another
motif without intersection of links. In this case, each CCC vehi-
cle only receives information from one distant vehicle. We re-
mark that CACC can be seen as a particular embedment network
where all vehicles monitor a designated leader; see Fig. 10(g).

A. Cascade of Motifs

Cascade networks can be realized by placing motifs one
after another. Particularly, the cascade of M1’s represents the
conventional car-following scenario where each vehicle only
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Fig. 11. Stability diagrams for cascade M1 + M2 (first row), union M2
⋃

M3 (second row), embedment M2 ⊂ M3 (third row) and intersection M2
⋂

M2 (fourth
row) for α1 = 0.6 [1/s], β1 = 0.7 [1/s], ξ = τ = 0.5 [s], and different values of the communication delay σ as indicated. For M2

⋃
M3 and M2 ⊂ M3, α2 = 0

[1/s] and β2 = 0.8 [1/s] are also used. The same notation is used as in Fig. 6(a). For comparison, the stability boundaries of M2 and M3 are given by the
dashed-dotted black and magenta curves, respectively.

responds to the motion of the vehicle immediately ahead.
Indeed, the stability of a cascade network can be ensured by
the stability of each included motif, as stated in the following
theorem.

Theorem 3: A cascade network is

1) plant stable if and only if each included motif is plant
stable;

2) head-to-tail string stable if each included motif is head-
to-tail string stable.

Since the HTTF of a cascade network results from the
product of the transfer functions of all included motifs, the
following two facts hold. 1) The characteristic roots of the cas-
cade network are indeed the characteristic roots of all included
motifs; 2) The head-to-tail amplification ratio of the cascade
network is the product of the amplification ratios of all included
motifs. Then, the proof of Theorem 3 can be completed by using
the aforementioned two facts in the conditions (20) and (23),
respectively.

Note that 2) in Theorem 3 is only a sufficient condition.
It implies that a cascade network can be still head-to-tail

string stable even when some motifs in it amplify disturbances.
To demonstrate this, we investigate the network M1 + M2

(Fig. 10(e)). In this case, according to (19), the HTTF is

G3,0(s) = Th(s) (T3,1(s) + T3,2(s)Th(s)) (50)

where the link transfer functions Th(s), T3,1(s) = T2,0(s),
T3,2(s) = T2,1(s) are given in (35). The human-driven vehicles
1 and 2 amplify disturbances due to large human reaction time;
see Section IV-A.

Then, using (50) in (21)–(25), one can construct the stability
diagrams in the (β2, α2)-plane, as displayed in the top row
of Fig. 11, which imply that the CCC vehicle 3 can attenuate
disturbances of vehicle 0 when σ � 0.2 [s]. Comparing the
stable domains of M1 + M2 with those of M2 (enclosed by
black dashed-dotted curve), one may notice that for M1 + M2

the head-to-tail string stable domain disappears for σ = 0.3 [s],
while M2 can still be stabilized for this delay value. This
implies that including string unstable motifs in the cascade
may decrease the robustness of the network against commu-
nication delays.
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B. Union of Motifs

A union network is formed when a CCC vehicle utilizes
information from multiple distant vehicles ahead. The network
M1

⋃
M2

⋃
. . .
⋃

Mn can be observed in Fig. 1 setting p = 0
and i = n. Based on (19), we obtain the HTTF

Gn,0(s) =
n−1∑
j=0

Tn,j(s) (Th(s))
j (51)

where the link transfer functions Tn,j(s) and Th(s) are given
by (15) and (35), respectively.

Here, we investigate M2

⋃
M3 (Fig. 10(f)). For M2, we set

α2 = 0 [1/s] and β2 = 0.8 [1/s] (see case I in Fig. 8(a)). This
ensures that, if vehicles 0 and 3 disconnect, M2 (comprised
of vehicles 1,2,3) is still head-to-tail string stable. Substituting
(51) into (21)–(25) with n = 4, one may generate stability
diagrams in the (β3, α3)-plane, as shown in the second row of
Fig. 11. Comparing these stable domains with those of M3 (en-
closed by magenta dashed-dotted curve), one may observe that
using more communication links can improve the robustness
against communication delays.

C. Embedment of Motifs

For the embedment Mm ⊂ Mn (1 < m < n) shown in
Fig. 10(c), we utilize (19) and get the HTTF

Gn,0(s) = Tn,0(s) + Tn,n−1(s) (Th(s))
n−m−1

×
(
Tl+m,l+m−1(s) (Th(s))

m−1 + Tl+m,l(s)
)

(52)

where link transfer functions are given by (35) such that
Tl+m,l+m−1(s) and Tl+m,l(s) are equal to Tm,m−1(s) and
Tm,0(s), respectively.

Substituting (52) into (21)–(25) with m = 2 and n = 3, one
can construct the stability diagrams for M2 ⊂ M3, as shown
in the third row of Fig. 11. The head-to-tail string stable
domains of M2 ⊂ M3 are larger than those of M3 (enclosed by
magenta dashed-dotted curves). These imply that embedding
CCC vehicles in the network may enlarge the head-to-tail string
stable domain. Comparing the stability diagrams for M2

⋃
M3

and M2 ⊂ M3 (the second and the third rows of Fig. 11), one
may observe that utilizing motion data received from multiple
vehicles improves the robustness against communication de-
lays. Moreover, using union instead of embedment decreases
the required number of CCC vehicles to stabilize the network.

D. Intersection of Motifs

Intersection networks can be comprised of any motifs. Here,
we focus on M2 intersections where each CCC vehicle monitors
the vehicle that is two vehicles ahead, which results in a
network with a repetitive structure; cf. Fig. 4. We begin with
M2

⋂
M2 (Fig. 10(h)), for which (19) gives the HTTF

G3,0(s)=T3,1(s)Th(s)+T3,2(s)(T2,1(s)Th(s)+T2,0(s)) (53)

where the link transfer functions Th(s), T3,2(s) = T2,1(s), and
T3,1(s) = T2,0(s) are given by (35).

Fig. 12. (a): Networks M2 + M2 and M2
⋂

M2
⋂

M2. (b,c): Stability di-
agrams of M2

⋂
M2 and M2

⋂
M2

⋂
M2 for σ = 0.2 [s]. The solid blue

curves represent stability boundaries for M2
⋂

M2 and M2
⋂

M2
⋂

M2

while the black dashed-dotted curve denotes the stability boundary of M2.
For comparison, the stability boundary of M2

⋂
M2 is reproduced in panel (c)

using dashed blue curve. Shading has the same meaning as in Fig. 6(a) while the
“\” line-shaded domain highlights where all CCC vehicles are string stable with
respect to vehicle 0. (d,e): Bode plots corresponding to points K and L in (c).

Using (53) in (21)–(25) leads to the stability diagrams in
(β2, α2)-plane, as shown in the fourth row of Fig. 11. Com-
paring these stable domains with those of M2 (enclosed by the
black dashed-dotted curve), one may notice that intersecting
links deteriorates head-to-tail string stability. Besides head-to-
tail string stability, one may also want both CCC vehicles 2
and 3 to be capable of attenuating disturbances with respect to
vehicle 0. To achieve this, control gains must be chosen from
the overlap between the head-to-tail string stable domain of
M2

⋂
M2 (dark gray region) and that of M2 (enclosed by the

black dashed-dotted curve). Such overlap is shaded by “\” lines
in Fig. 12(b) for σ = 0.2 [s].

To further investigate the effects of link intersections, we
compare the dynamics of M2 + M2 and M2

⋂
M2

⋂
M2; see

Fig. 12(a). As discussed in Section V-A, M2 + M2 and M2 have
the same stable domain. In Fig. 12(c), the dark gray domain
enclosed by the solid blue curve shows the head-to-tail string
stable domain of M2

⋂
M2

⋂
M2 for σ = 0.2 [s]. The head-

to-tail string stable domains of M2

⋂
M2 and M2 + M2 are

enclosed by the dashed blue and dashed-dotted black curves,
respectively. The “\” line-shaded domain indicates the overlap
of these three domains, where all CCC vehicles are string stable
with respect to vehicle 0. The Bode plots corresponding to the
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Fig. 13. (a)–(c): Stability diagrams for M2 intersections of different size as
indicated by n. The black dashed-dotted curve encloses the string stable domain
for M2. The “\” line-shaded domain is the overlap of the string stable domains
for all M2 intersections of size up to n. The “/” line-shaded region enclosed
by the cyan curve indicates the head-to-tail string stable domain for n → ∞.
Other shadings are the same as in Fig. 6(a). (d)–(f): Stability evaluations
corresponding to points M–P.

points K and L are shown in Fig. 12(d) and (e), respectively.
Panels (c,d) shows that the string stability of CCC vehicles 2–4
can be ensured if control gains are chosen from the “\” line-
shaded domain. Panels (c,e) demonstrate that M2 + M2 has a
larger string stable domain than M2

⋂
M2

⋂
M2, even though

more CCC vehicles are included in the latter network. This
implies that, if the connectivity structure is not appropriately
designed, increasing the number of CCC vehicles may deterio-
rate the performance of a vehicle network.

Repeating the aforementioned process, one can derive stabil-
ity diagrams for M2 intersections of any given size, as shown in
Fig. 13(a)–(c). As the network size n increases, the dark gray
domain converges to the “/” line-shaded domain (enclosed by
the cyan curve), which indicates the head-to-tail stable domain
as n → ∞ and can be obtained by substituting T1(s) = T2,1(s)
and T2(s) = T2,0(s) into ((29), (30)). The “\” line-shaded
domain is the overlap of string stable domains for all M2

intersections of size up to n; cf. Fig. 12(b) and (c). This domain
ensures that all CCC vehicles can attenuate disturbances with
respect to the head vehicle.

In Fig. 13(a), points M–P are marked to show the system
performance when the control gains are chosen from different
domains. To evaluate the string stability of vehicle i, we use the
criterion ln(maxω≥0(|Gi,0(jω)|)) = 0 (cf. (23)) and show cor-
responding results in Fig. 13(d)–(f). Note that the human-driven

vehicle 1 is always string unstable due to τ > ξcr; cf. (49).
One can observe that the control gains from the dark gray
domain (case M) only ensure the string stability of vehicle 10
but the disturbance is amplified for larger network size, as
shown in Fig. 13(d). When control gains are chosen from the “/”
line-shaded domain (case N), it can eliminate the disturbances
as n → ∞ although some vehicles at the front amplify the
disturbances, as shown in Fig. 13(e). Control gains in the cross-
shaded domain, which is the overlap between the “\” line-
shaded and the “/” line-shaded domains (case P), ensure the
string stability of all CCC vehicles, as shown in Fig. 13(f).
We remark that this cross-shaded domain does not significantly
change with the network size.

When designing M2 intersections, control gains should be
chosen from the cross-shaded domain, which is smaller than the
stable domain for M2 cascades (enclosed by the black dashed-
dotted curve). Moreover, in terms of the same network size, the
cascade network uses less CCC vehicles than the intersection
network. This implies that the intersection of communication
links may deteriorate performance of CVSs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the effects of heterogeneous
connectivity structures and information delays on the longi-
tudinal dynamics of connected vehicle systems (CVSs). We
considered the scenario when vehicles equipped with connected
cruise control (CCC) are mixed into the flow of non-CCC
vehicles. A framework was presented for CCC design that
incorporated information delays, allowed a large variety of
connectivity structures, and ensured the existence of a unique
equilibrium that was independent of network size, connectivity
structure, information delays and control gains. A systematic
and efficient method was developed to characterize the system-
level performance of CVSs, which included the calculation
of the head-to-tail transfer function that was used to evaluate
plant stability and head-to-tail string stability. We also derived
stability conditions for large CVSs with repetitive structures.

Then, a motif-based approach was presented to achieve mod-
ular and scalable design of CVSs. The dynamics of fundamental
motifs and the effects of motif combinations were summarized
using stability diagrams drawn in the plane of control gains
for different values of information delays. The results indicated
that when the communication delays are below a threshold,
the stability of traffic flow can be improved by increasing the
penetration of CCC vehicles and the number of communication
links. However, we also demonstrated that if inappropriate con-
trol gains or inappropriate connectivity structures were used,
increasing the penetration of CCC vehicles might deteriorate
the system performance.

The analysis in this paper was based on linearized models
that governed the dynamics in the vicinity of equilibrium. In
future, we will investigate how the nonlinear dynamics affect
the performance of CVSs. Moreover, to demonstrate the ap-
plicability of the motif-based approach while simplifying the
computation, we assumed that parameters of human drivers
were uniform and constant. However, in reality they may be
different across the population and also vary in time. Thus, to
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implement CCC in real traffic, further research is needed to
study the robustness of CVSs against uncertainties of human
parameters. Finally, although the stability of CVSs is related to
safety, it does not necessarily ensure collision avoidance. Thus,
we plan to extend this work by including safety considerations
in the design.

APPENDIX A
CALCULATING HEAD-TO-TAIL TRANSFER FUNCTION

To demonstrate the applications of (17) and (19), we consider
the (4+1)-vehicle network in Fig. 3 as an example, where the
coupling matrix is given by

T(s)=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0

T1,0(s) 0 0 0 0
T2,0(s) T2,1(s) 0 0 0

0 0 T3,2(s) 0 0
0 T4,1(s) T4,2(s) T4,3(s) 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (54)

Applying (17) yields the HTTF

G4,0(s) = T4,1(s)T1,0(s) + (T4,2(s) + T4,3(s)T3,2(s))

× (T2,0(s) + T2,1(s)T1,0(s)) (55)

which can be also obtained by utilizing (19) and the modified
coupling matrix

T̂(s) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
T1,0(s) 1 0 0
T2,0(s) T2,1(s) 1 0

0 0 T3,2(s) 1
0 T4,1(s) T4,2(s) T4,3(s)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (56)

APPENDIX B
EXPRESSIONS FOR P1, P2 , Q1, Q2, AND Δ IN (41)

The corresponding quantities are provided as follows.

P1 =
2V ′(h∗)

n
· Re

[(
jβ1ωcr + ϕ1ejωcr(σ−ξ)

)
(Th(jωcr))

n−1
]

+ 2ω3
cr sin(ωcrσ) +

2V ′(h∗)

n
ω2
cr cos(ωcrσ)

+ 2ωcr

(
V ′(h∗)κ1

n
− ϕ1

)
sin (ωcr(σ − ξ))

− 2

(
V ′(h∗)ϕ1

n
+ κ1ω

2
cr

)
cos (ωcr(σ − ξ))

P2 = 2ωcr · Im
[(

jβ1ωcr + ϕ1ejωcr(σ−ξ)
)
(Th(jωcr))

n−1
]

+ 2ω3
cr sin(ωcrσ) − 2ϕ1ωcr sin (ωcr(σ − ξ))

− 2κ1ω
2
cr cos (ωcr(σ − ξ)) (57)

Q1=
ω2
crW

′ − 2ωcrW

2ωcrP2 − ω2
crP

′
2

, Q2 =
ω2
crP

′
1 − 2ωcrP1

2ωcrP2 − ω2
crP

′
2

Δ=
(
−2ω2

crQ1+P1+P2Q2

)2
+4ω2

cr(1+ 2Q2)(W + P2Q1)
(58)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to ωcr and

W =
∣∣∣jβ1ωcr + ϕ1ejωcr(σ−ξ)

∣∣∣2 |Th(jωcr)|2(n−1)

−
∣∣∣(jκ1ωcr + ϕ1)e

jωcr(σ−ξ) − ω2
cre

jωcrσ
∣∣∣2 . (59)

In (57)–(59), the transfer function Th(jωcr) is given in (35).
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